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If you ally craving such a referred The Motor Generator Of Robert Adams ebook that will come up with the money for you worth, get the totally
best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are
afterward launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections The Motor Generator Of Robert Adams that we will definitely offer. It is not in the region of
the costs. Its just about what you obsession currently. This The Motor Generator Of Robert Adams , as one of the most full of life sellers here will
certainly be accompanied by the best options to review.

Army test the atom bomb on Hiroshima? Why did the Luftwaffe fly a nonstop round-trip mission within twenty miles of New York City in 1944?"-Publisher's description.
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings - Charles H. Hapgood 1966
Hapgood utilizes ancient maps as concrete evidence of an advanced
worldwide civilization existing many thousands of years before ancient
Egypt. Hapgood concluded that these ancient mapmakers were in some
ways much more advanced in mapmaking than any people prior to the
18th century. Hapgood believes that they mapped all the continents. This
would mean that the Americas were mapped thousands of years before
Columbus. Antarctica would have been mapped when its coasts were
free of ice. Hapgood supposes that there is evidence that these people
must have lived when the Ice Age had not yet ended in the Northern
Hemisphere and when Alaska was still connected with Siberia by the
Pleistocene, Ice Age 'land bridge'.
Dig Here! - Thomas Penfield 2004
The most amazing treasure book ever written, giving the locations of well
over 100 fabulous fortunes waiting to be found in the ore-rich Southwest.
Thomas Penfield has done years of exhaustive research for Dig Here! and
has accomplished the Herculean task of separating fact from fiction. For
the first time lost treasure stories of the Southwest are stripped bare of
their legends and lies. Each treasure account is preceded by the
approximate location, estimated total value - and authentication. Reading
sources for each account are also included so you can do additional
research on the intriguing stories of these treasures. Dig Here! is
overflowing with lore, spellbinding backgrounds, driving Western drama
- and exciting, reliable facts.
Cracking the Code of Our Physical Universe - Matthew M.
Radmanesh 2006-05-30
What sets this book apart is the fact that it is not just another science
book describing scientific facts and phenomena! It would surely be
redundant since that task has been done many times over with much
more elegant prose and brighter narrators. In this book, for the first time
we have undertaken the task of breaking the code of any piece of matter
or natural phenomena; whether it is an atom, a quantum occurance, a
planet, a galaxy, or any other perceivable thing. It covers any natural
phenomena ever discovered or one that will be unravelled by the future
pioneers in their respective fields. This book provides the trail map of
any and all things that man has discovered and shows how their codes
were cracked. The list of discoveries is endless but prominent amongst
them are the discovery of fire, elecricity, magnetism, laws of motion, the
solar system and planets, so on and so forth. This book goes beyond just
pure science since it fuses philosophy with science. It actually makes
science a subset of philosophy, or more precisely, applied philosophy.
Just like the light phenomenon, which was made to be a subset of the
field of electricity by James Clerk Maxwell, revolutionizing our technical
world, so does this book by bringing a new era of incredible
developments for mankind!
The Magnet Motor - Patrick Weinand-Diez 2019-09-05
The Magnet Motor - Making Free Energy Yourself - New extended
updated Edition 2019 as eBook. With 3D models, bonus downloads,
material list, pictures, drawings, tool list, shopping list, patents and
much more. From Infinity SAV 1KW magnetic generator to Friedrich
Lüling, Howard Johnson, Muammer Yildiz, Mike Brady, V-Gate magnet
motor, Premium magnet motor model for mobile phones and much more
magnet motors. Simply find the suitable version for yourself to build a
magnet motor, in which you simply experiment and on the basis of
different magnet motor models. If you are really interested in building a
magnetic motor, this book of the new Edition 2019 will help you with our
3D models. You can then download them and print them optionally on a
3D printer, for example. If you also look at the 3D models on your PC,
you can take a close look at every part of them. So it is much easier for

Quest for Zero Point Energy - Moray B. King 2001
Electrical Engineer Moray B. King expands, with diagrams, on how free
energy and anti-gravity are possible. The theories of zero point energy
maintain there are tremendous fluctuations of electrical field energy
embedded within the fabric of space. King explains the following topics:
Tapping the Zero-Point Energy as an Energy Source; Fundamentals of a
Zero-Point Energy Technology; Vacuum Energy Vortices; The Super
Tube; Charge Clusters: The Basis of Zero-Point Energy Inventions;
Vortex Filaments, Torsion Fields and the Zero-Point Energy;
Transforming the Planet with a Zero-Point Energy Experiment; Dual
Vortex Forms: The Key to a Large Zero-Point Energy Coherence. Packed
with diagrams, patents and photos. With power shortages now a daily
reality in many parts of the world, this book offers a fresh approach very
rarely mentioned in the mainstream media.
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents - United States.
Patent Office 1925
Prior to 1862, when the Department of Agriculture was established, the
report on agriculture was prepared and published by the Commissioner
of Patents, and forms volume or part of volume, of his annual reports, the
first being that of 1840. Cf. Checklist of public documents ... Washington,
1895, p. 148.
Electric Transmission of Water Power - Alton D. Adams 1906
UFOs, PSI, and Spiritual Evolution - Christopher Humphries 2005-04
Answers all the ancient philosophical questions: about the good, the
right, the true, the nature of mind and soul, divinity, immortality, and
free will.
Stanley A Meyer Independent WFC Report - Daniel Donatelli 2022-03-20
A VAULABLE TRUE VALID TEST REPORT for Stanley A Meyer
Voltrolysis Method. Proven Working and Documented.
Atlantis in Spain - Ellen M. Whishaw 1994
First published in 1928, this classic -- a study of the megaliths of Spain,
ancient writing, cyclopean walls, sun worshipping empires, hydraulic
engineering and sunken cities -- is now back in print after 60 years.
Learn about the biblical Tartessus, Atlantean city at Niebla, the Temple
of Hercules and the Sun Temple of Seville, Libyans and the Cooper Age,
and more.
The A.T. Factor - Leonard G. Cramp 2001
British aerospace engineer Cramp began much of his scientific antigravity and UFO propulsion analysis back in 1955 with his landmark
book Space, Gravity and the Flying Saucer (out-of-print and rare). His
next books UFOs and Anti-Gravity: Piece for a Jig-Saw and The Cosmic
Matrix: Piece for a Jig-Saw Part 2 began Cramp's in-depth look into
gravity control, free-energy, and the interlocking web of energy that
pervades the universe. In this final book, Cramp brings to a close his
detailed and controversial study of UFOs and Anti-Gravity with what he
calls the Advanced Time Factor, or the AT Factor. This fascinating
collection of some of the UFO related works is presented here in an
autobiographical format in response to popular enquiry. In this work the
author points out that any preview of future events can logically be
regarded as a form of time travel and this may occur in a vast cosmic
matrix system in which all things have their shared existence. Drawing
on his own experience, the author discovered that the elapsed time
between preview of an event to its manifestation can also be variable and
for co-ordination and tabulating purposes he has designated this as an
advanced time fa
Reich of the Black Sun - Joseph P. Farrell 2004
"A fascinating expose proving that Nazi Germany won the race for the
atom bomb in late 1944. Were the Nazis secretly researching the occult,
alternative physics and new energy sources? This scientific-historical
journey tracks down the proof and answers these fascinating questions:
What were the Nazis developing in Czechoslovakia? Why did the US
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you to build your own magnet motor! Here in this book we provide you
with some 3D models! In this book you will also receive further magnet
motor premium construction manuals as a bonus download! This book is
also intended to give an insight into free energy to people who have not
yet been so familiar with free energy and magnetic motors. Discover the
world of free energy and the technology of magnetic motors yourself with
this book. Just make your own picture of it, even if many people are
against magnetic motors. Later in this book, we will go into much more
detail on the subject: magnet motors and how to build an attempt at such
a motor. In this book you will simply learn the basic tools, materials for
the attempt to build a magnetic motor. In this 2019 edition, you will also
learn more about patent specifications and the knowledge of other
models. You won't find this gigantic magnet motor complete package
anywhere else and it was made available especially for you here in this
book. An interesting book for hobbyists and technology enthusiasts!
The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom - Mark Amaru Pinkham
2011-03-10
According to ancient records, the patriarchs and founders of the early
civilizations in Egypt, India, China, Peru, Mesopotamia, Britain, and the
Americas were colonized by the Serpents of Wisdom-spiritual masters
associated with the serpent-who arrived in these lands after abandoning
their beloved homelands and crossing great seas. While bearing names
denoting snake or dragon (such as Naga, Lung, Djedhi, Amaru,
Quetzalcoatl, Adder, etc.), these Serpents of Wisdom oversaw the
construction of magnificent civilizations within which they and their
descendants served as the priest kings and as the enlightened heads of
mystery school traditions. The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom
recounts the history of these “Serpents”-where they came from, why they
came, the secret wisdom they disseminated, and why they are returning
now.
Secret Cities of Old South America - Harold T. Wilkins 1998
Originally published: New York: Library Publishers, 1952.
Men and Gods in Mongolia - Henning Haslund 1992
First published in 1935, this rare and unusual travel book takes us into
the virtually unknown world of Mongolia, a country that only now, after
70 years, is finally opening up to the west. Haslund, a Danish-Swedish
explorer, takes us to the lost city of Karakota in the Gobi desert. We meet
the Bodgo Gegen, a god-king in Mongolia similar to the Dalai Lama of
Tibet. We meet Dambin Jansang, the dreaded warlord of the 'Black Gobi'.
There is even material on the Hi-mori, an 'airhorse' that flies though the
air (similar to a Vimana) and carries with it the sacred stone of
Chintamani. Aside from the esoteric and mystical material, there is
plenty of just plain adventure.
Vimana Aircraft of Ancient India & Atlantis - David Hatcher Childress
1991
Did the ancients have the technology of flight? In this incredible volume
on ancient India, authentic Indian texts such as the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata, are used to prove that ancient aircraft were in use more
than four thousand years ago. Included in this book is the entire Fourth
Century BC manuscript Vimaanika Shastra by the ancient author
Maharishi Bharadwaaja, translated into English by the Mysore Sanskrit
professor G.R. Josyer. Also included are chapters on Atlantean
technology, the incredible Rama Empire of India and the devastating
wars that destroyed it. Also an entire chapter on mercury vortex
propulsion and mercury gyros, the power source described in the ancient
Indian texts. Not to be missed by those interested in ancient civilizations
or the UFO enigma. Tons of illustrations!
Invisible Residents - Ivan Terence Sanderson 2005
This book is a groundbreaking contribution to the study of the UFO
enigma, originally published over 30 years ago. In this book, Sanderson,
a renowned zoologist with a keen interest in the paranormal, puts
forward the curious theory that a oeOINTS"-Other Intelligences-live
under the Eartha (TM)s oceans. This underwater, parallel, civilization
may be twice as old as Homo sapiens, he proposes, and may have a
oedeveloped what we call space flight." Sanderson postulates that the
OINTS are behind many UFO sightings as well as the mysterious
disappearances of aircraft and ships in the Bermuda Triangle. What
better place to have an impenetrable base than deep within the oceans of
the planet? Yet, if UFOs, or at least some of them, are coming from
beneath our oceans or lakes, does it necessarily mean that there is
another civilization besides our own that is responsible? In fact, could it
be that since WWII a number of underwater UFO bases have been
constructed by the very human governments of our planet? Whatever
their source, Sanderson offers here an exhaustive study of USOs
(Unidentified Submarine Objects) observed in nearly every part of the
the-motor-generator-of-robert-adams

world. He presents many well-documented and exciting case studies of
these unusual sightings; more.
THERMOKINETICS (Synthesis of Heat Engineering Theoretical
Grounds) - V. A. Etkin 2010
The Truth Behind the Christ Myth - Mark Amaru Pinkham 2002-04
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom and Conversations With the Goddess
author Pinkham tells us the Truth Behind the Christ Myth and presents
radically new information regarding Jesus Christ and his ancient legend,
includes: The legend of Jesus Christ is based on a much earlier Son of
God myth from India, the legend of Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The
symbol of the Catholic Church is Murrugan's symbol, the peacock, a bird
native to south-east Asia; Murrugan evolved into the Persian Mithras,
and Mithras evolved into Jesus Christ Saint Paul came from Tarsus, the
centre of Mithras worship in Asia Minor. He amalgamated the legend of
the Persian Son of God onto Jesus' life story; The Three Wise Men were
Magi priests from Persia who believed that Jesus was an incarnation of
Mithras; While in India, Saint Thomas became a peacock before he died
and merged with Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The Emperor
Constantine, the first 'Christian' Emperor of the Roman Empire, was a
lifelong devotee of Mithras. He was baptised Christian on his deathbed;
The myth of the One and Only Son of God originated with Murrugan and
Mithras.
The Electric Motor and Its Applications - Thomas Commerford
Martin 1888
Eccentric Lives and Peculiar Notions - John F. Michell 1999-04
Takes us into the bizarre and often humorous lives of such people as
Lady Blount, who was sure that the earth is flat, Cyrus Teed, who
believed that the earth is a hollow shell with us in the inside; Edward
Hine, who believed that the British are the lost Tribes of Israel; and
Baron de Guldenstubbe, who was sure that statues wrote him letters.
British writer and housewife Nesta Webster devoted her life to exposing
international conspiracies, and Father O'Callaghan devoted his to
opposing interest on loans. The extraordinary characters in this book
were and in some cases still are wholehearted enthusiasts for the various
causes and outrageous notions they adopted, and John Michell describes
their adventures with spirit and compassion.
NASA, Nazis & JFK - Kenn Thomas 1996
In 1970 a photocopied manuscript began circulating among conspiracy
researchers entitled 'Nomenclature of an Assassination Cabal' by William
Torbitt (a pseudonym). The Torbitt Document was a damning expose of J
Edgar Hoover, Lyndon Johnson, John Connally and Werner von Braun,
among many others, for their role in the assassination of President John
F Kennedy. This first published edition of the Torbitt Document
emphasizes what the manuscript says about the link between Operation
Paperclip Nazi scientists working for NASA, the Defence Industrial
Security Command (DISC), the assassination of JFK, and the secret
Nevada air base known as Area 51. The Torbitt Document illuminates the
darker side of NASA, the Military Industrial Complex, and the
connections to Mercury, Nevada, and the Area 51 complex which
headquarters the 'secret space programme'.
Kundalini Tales - Richard Sauder 1998-07
Sauder continues his studies of underground bases with new information
on the occult underpinnings of the US space programme. The book also
contains a breakthrough section that examines actual US patents for
devices that manipulate minds and thoughts from a remote distance.
Included are chapters on the secret space programme and a 130 page
appendix of patents and schematic diagrams of secret technology and
mind control devices.
Mystery in Acambaro - Charles H. Hapgood 1999-12
The Acambaro collection comprises hundreds of clay figurines that are
apparently thousands of years old; however, they depict such bizarre
animals and scenes that most archaeologists dismiss them as an
elaborate hoax. The collection shows humans interacting with dinosaurs
and various other 'monsters' such as horned men. Both Hapgood and
Earl Stanley Gardner were convinced that the figurines from Acambaro
were authentic ancient artifacts that indicated that men and dinosaurs
had cohabited together in the recent past, and that dinosaurs had not
become extinct many millions of years ago as commonly thought. David
Hatcher Childress writes a lengthy introduction concerning Acambaro,
the latest testing, and other evidence of 'living' dinosaurs.
Lost Continents & the Hollow Earth - David Hatcher Childress 1999
This book is Childress' thorough examination of the early hollow earth
stories of Richard Shaver, and the fascination that fringe fantasy subjects
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such as lost continents, UFOs, and the hollow earth have had on people.
Shaver's rare 1948 book, I Remember Lemuria is reprinted in its
entirety, and the book is packed with illustrations from Ray Palmer's
Amazing Stories issues of the 1940s. Childress discusses famous hollow
earth books and delves deep into whatever reality may be behind the
stories of tunnels underground.
Atlantis & the Power System of the Gods - David Hatcher Childress
2002
This book takes us beyond Childress's previous books This amazing book
on an unusual voyage into the world ancient flying vehicles, ancient
legends of flight and the mysterious power system of Atlantis. Taking us
from ancient texts in a centuries old library in India (The Royal Baroda
Library in Mysore India) to diagrams of mercury vortex engines and
power broadcasting crystals of Atlantis, this will fascinate and amaze!
Richly illustrated, and packed with evidence that Atlantis not only existed
system more sophisticated than ours of today. Topics: The Ramayana and
the amazing vimanas of ancient India; Atlantis and its crystal power
towers that broadcast energy; Inventor Nikola Tesla's nearly identical
system of power transmission; How gyros with electrified gas or liquids
anti-gravity effect; Mercury Proton Gyros and mercury vortex propulsion;
The Crystal Towers that broadcast energy to the lost continent of
Atlantis; How these incredible power stations may still exist today; The
Earth as a giant power plant.
Arktos - Joscelyn Godwin 1996
"Arktos is the first book ever written on the archetype of the Poles:
celestial and terrestrial, North and South. It is a hair-raising voyage
through cosmology, occultism and conspiracy theory leads to startling
revelations about the secrets of the Poles. The author investigates
legends of a Golden Age, which some claim ended in a prehistoric
catastrophe, a shift in the earth's axis. This is examined in the light of the
latest geological theories, as are predictions of a coming pole-shift. The
perennial fascination of these ideas is shown to be part of a "polar
tradition" of hidden wisdom. There are many recorded tales of an ancient
race said to have lived in the Arctic regions, which later spread through
the Northern Hemisphere. This supposedly "Aryan Race" entered the
pantheon of Nazi Germany, with dreadful consequences. The author
examines the origins of modern neo-Nazi ideology, its "polar" inspiration,
and its links with other arcana, including the survival of Hitler, German
bases in Antarctica, UFOS, the Hollow Earth, and the hidden kingdoms
of Agartha and Shambhala. However, "Arktos" differs from most writings
on these subjects in its responsible and scholarly treatment, and its
extensive use of foreign-language sources."--Provided by publisher.
HAARP - Jerry E. Smith 1998
"Appendix: Bernard Eastlund's 1987 patent": p. 245-[256].
Proceedings of the International Symposium on New Energy - 1994

Canadian Patent Office Record - Canada. Patent Office 1893
Coalescence - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 1993-07
UFOs and Anti-Gravity - Leonard G. Cramp 1997-03
Long out-of-print, Cramp's 1966 classic book on flying saucer propulsion
and suppressed technology is available again. Cramp wrote Space,
Gravity and the Flying Saucer in 1954 and was Vice-President of the
British UFO Research Association (BUFORA). This is a highly technical
look at the UFO phenomenon by a trained scientist. Cramp first
introduces the idea of anti-gravity and introduces us to the various
theories of gravitation. He then examines the technology necessary to
build a flying saucer and examines in great detail the technical aspects of
such a craft. Cramp's book is a wealth of material and diagrams on flying
saucers, anti-gravity, suppressed technology, G-fields and UFOs.
Anti-gravity and the World Grid - David Hatcher Childress 1987
Learn the purpose of ley lines and ancient megalithic structures located
on the grid. Discover how the grid made the Philadelphia Experiment
possible. Explore Coral Castle and other mysteries including acoustic
levitation, Tesla shields and Scalar wave weaponry.
In Secret Mongolia - Henning Haslund 1995
Translated from the Swedish by Elizabeth Sprigge and Claude Napier.
The Canadian Patent Office Record and Register of Copyrights
and Trade Marks - 1893
The Free-energy Device Handbook - 1994
A large-format compilation of various patents, papers, descriptions and
diagrams concerning free-energy devices and systems. The Free-Energy
Device Handbook is a visual tool for experimenters and researchers into
magnetic motors and other over-unity devices. With chapters on the
Adams Motor, the Hans Coler Generator, cold fusion, superconductors, N
machines, space-energy generators, Nikola Tesla, T. Townsend Brown,
and the latest in free-energy devices. Packed with photos, technical
diagrams, patents and fascinating information, this book belongs on
every science shelf. With energy and profit being a major political reason
for fighting various wars, free-energy devices, if ever allowed to be mass
distributed to consumers, could change the world! Get your copy now
before the Department of Energy bans this book!
Index of patents - 1925
Extraterrestrial Archaeology - David Hatcher Childress 2000
Occasionally reissued with the same ISBN but with slightly differing
bibliographical details.
The Lucid View - Aeolus Kephas 2004
In this guide to the Apocalypse, Kephas presents this unorthodox analysis
of his investigations into occultism, UFOlogy, and paranoid awareness
that pertains to the 21st century and the impending End of Days.
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